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Name
Bobbi Muscara

Email
Bobbi@bcprinceton.com

Phone Number
(609) 313-2328

Website
http://www.BCPrinceton.com

Facebook
https://m.facebook.com/BCPrinceton-100970717926020/

Twitter
https://twitter.com/bc_princeton

Other
https://t.me/BCPrinceton (telegram)

What is the name of your company?
Blockchain Princeton (BCPrinceton)

What is the name of your product?
The GIVING CHAIN (D2R app.)

Which challenge area does your idea address?

If you chose "Other," please elaborate.
Charity Giving

Describe your idea in 100 words or less.
BCP is creating a supply chain blockchain to connect local farmers with excess food / goods to food insecure individuals in
our local community .

Please link any diagrams, drawings, or video demonstrations of your product.
https://bcprinceton.com/big-apps-blockchain-challenge/

Is your team based in New York?

In which city is your team primarily based?
Princeton

Identity
Real Estate Asset Management
Energy
Other✓

Yes
No✓
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In which state is your team primarily based?
New Jersey

In which country is your team primarily based?
United States

What are you hoping to gain from this program?

What companies would you like advising/mentoring you throughout this program?
ConsenSys Academy, Blockchain Educators,

If you selected "Other," what are you hoping to gain from this program?
Set up a decentralized vehicle for local communities to transfer goods to individuals in need.

If selected, would you be able to participate in workshops and the Demo Day?

Have you raised any money?

How many members are currently on your team?
12

What are the names, email addresses, phone numbers, and primary locations of your other team members?
https://bcprinceton.com/team/

Is anyone on your team currently enrolled in a university undergraduate or graduate program?

If yes, which college or university is your team associated with?
Rutgers

Why is your team best equipped to build this product?
Amount of time and consideration by each team member this summer is amazing. people dedicated to taking care of the
less fortunate in society by creating a vehicle for dignified charity giving. Each member wants to make a social impact by
using blockchain technology.

In your opinion, what stage of development is your product in?

Access to a community of companies
Access to mentors✓
Advancing my business through program curriculum
Opportunities to demo✓
Connecting with blockchain companies in NYC✓
Prizes/funding✓
Other✓

Government feedback sessions - August 26-September 9, 2019✓
BigApps Demo Day - September 13th, 2019✓

Yes
No✓

Yes✓
No

Ideation
Working prototype✓
Deployed product
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Please describe your progress so far.
We have a demo prototype working but need funding to build three node system to support the project.

What platform does your product use?

Why is a blockchain solution necessary to address this public sector problem?
Blockchain is used to create a giving system that assure a dignified transfer for charitable donations. Through the
transparency qualities of blockchain technology, goods can be tracked so that donors can see the goods were received but
the detail of the person or organization in need remain private.

How big is this opportunity?
Our Team hopes this model can be adopted thought the country to connect the Giving Chain donors to recipients in every
community.

Does your product solve a problem? What are the current solutions available and why do they fall short?
The current system for community charitable giving focuses around organization starting a project, very centralized. The
Giving Chain changes all that by removing the middle organization by creating a permanent structure to facilitate inter
community donations.

If your product is selected, which NYC agencies would be your ideal partners? What information would you need from
them for your product to succeed?
The human service department information is need to locate facilities that cater to people with food insecurities or with a
lack of basic provisions. Once these location are added to the giving chain, volunteers to donate and transport would be
needed.

How would your product impact NYC public services (e.g. improving transparency, efficiency, security, interagency
collaboration)?
The Giving Chain will restructure the way people can get involved in the communities by giving access to a decentralized,
transparent reliable system to transfer to those in need.

Ethereum
Bitcoin
Hyperledger✓
Quorum
Ripple
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